AKZO NOBEL PRESENTATION BY GROUP 2
What we learned about the company

- Typically 750-800 people onsite per day
- 25 million litres of paint produced at the Felling site each year.
- Learned about the different functionalities of paint required by different industries.
- Learned about the industrial and practical applications of the lab work we carry out at University.
- Irrespective of job role/division, all staff members adhere to fundamental principles: High standards of performance and behaviour, customer focused, high health and safety + environmental standards.
Roles we observed on site

- Fire protection
- Yacht (Development, Research, Marketing, PSRA)
- Marine research (slime labs)
  - Analytical – Microscopy (determining liability)
How experience will help going forward

- Further education requirements
- Placement opportunities
- Future careers
- Applying lab skills to real life – adds context to uni studies
- Informed whether want to work in the same discipline as degree.
- Looks good on a CV
- Confidence boost
- Improve presentation skills